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Friday, September 28, 2018 Seminar Topic:

VIRTUAL SATCOM: LONG RANGE BROADBAND DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS

by

Dennis Watson, Ph.D. Candidate in the Department of Electrical & Computer Engineering at Old Dominion University

Abstract:

Virtual SATCOM is an innovative communication concept to allow communications at satellite communication speed and long ranges without the expensive and vulnerable space vehicle (satellite). This research studies the feasibility of communication over the horizon (2000 miles) at high speed (>12 Mbps) using a wide frequency bandwidths and narrow antenna beam systems. Currently, Satellites communications (SATCOM) systems are the only options for high speed over the horizon wireless communication. These systems are becoming more vulnerable to disruptions. Additional negatives to SACOM is the high cost to manufacture and deploy and the inability to repair and upgrade through the life of the vehicle. Virtual SATCOM uses terrestrial architecture, so it is survivable, repairable, up-gradable and affordable. It communicates via the ionosphere in the HF frequency band between 7-28 MHz. Key technologies in the system include narrow beam forming, ultra-wide bandwidth, and agile frequency adjustment.
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